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The ninth volume of our Departmental Journal Symposium 2018 (ISSN 2320 – 1452, Peer 
Reviewed) is about to be published. The focus for the 2018 edition is on ‘Literature and History’. 
 
Symposium 2018 wishes to analyze the nuances of the relationship that literature shares with 
history. Is it true to say that literature springs from the womb of history? Conversely, could 
history be created from the relics of literature? These are, perhaps, only a few of the many 
interesting questions that might spring from this area. Both history and literature are endemic to 
the course of any civilization and must be studied for its proper apprehension. Myth and oral 
narratives are perhaps thinly disguised areas, which overlap between literature and history. 
Following on similar sources are also the genres of the epic and drama. How unique then is 
religion? Also interesting are the genres which narrativise the course of history, as the history 
play or the historical novel. This brings us to confront vital issues such as interrogating the 
nature of literature: what is literature? History, on the other hand, does much more than mere  
chronicling of facts; it marks the spots of time, chartering the course of the very being as it were, 
and is endowed with crucial responsibilities. Hence, what are the liabilities of History?     
 
The debates may continue and in its fervour, intellectual insights are sought by the Editor from 
scholars across various disciplines of thought and study. Symposium invites stimulating 
arguments and contributors are requested to furnish their papers within the 31st of October 2018.  
 
The following are the guidelines for the Papers: 

1. The Papers should be in Times New Roman, point size 12, double spaced and not more 
than 5000 words in size. 

2. Endnotes and not footnotes are preferable. 
3. MLA 7 style sheet is to be followed for notes and citations. 
4. Papers should be accompanied by an Abstract (200 words) and a Bio note of the author.  
5. The last date for submission of Papers is 31st October 2018. This is the final deadline. 
6. All submissions and enquiries may be sent to anasuya.bhar@gmail.com 
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